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E. P.

The American

L.

scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies
because "organic devel-

at the root of the principle of evolution,

The reader

will find in

The Open Court an

earnest, and, as

we

believe, a

successful effort to conciliate Religion with Science. The work is done with
due reverence for the past and with full confidence in a higher future.
The Open Court unites the deliberation and prudence of conservatism
with the radicalism of undaunted progress. While the merits of the old creeds

are fully appreciated, their errors are not overlooked. The ultimate consequences of the most radical thought are accepted, but care is taken to avoid
the faults of a one-sided view.

THE QUINTESSENCE OF RELIGION
It is a scientific truth (a reality) which has been and
to be a truth.
remain the basis of ethics. The Quintessence of Religion contains all that
Superstitious
is good and true, elevating and comforting in the old religions.
notions are recognized as mere accidental features of which Religion can be

is

shown

will

purified without

This idea

harm

to the

properly religious

spirit.

is,

FEARLESSLY AND WITHOUT RESERVATION OF ANY KIND,
its various scientific aspects and in its deep significance to intelIf fully grasped it will be found to satisfy the
lectual and emotional life.
yearnings of the heart as well as the requirements of the intellect.
unfavorably on this solution of the religious
seem
to
bear
which
Facts
problem are not shunned, but openly faced. Criticisms have been welcome,
attention.
The severest criticism, we trust, will
receive
due
will
always
and
serve only to elucidate the truth of the main idea propounded in The Open

presented in

is

necessitated in the direction of organic
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teachers to strengthen the minds of pupils by the exercise of

Much

of the history of the late

It is

is

war

as written

as fabulous as the legend of

written by

men

and supporter,

it

wou'd

be possible for the church to bring about the reform Ihatisneedcc',
with little difficulty, if it desired to do so." Here Mr. Swift is
confronted with the important objection that should the church
take

tlie

lead in the social revolution or even in social reforma-

tion so far as "to establish

of

human

such

fair distribution

of the products

industry that superabundance and luxury will not

"money power

would cease to be its
" friend and supporter" and the clergy might cease to be a priesthood. He presents the difficulty thus: " It is said by some that
the pulpit will not go much beyond those who maintain it. This
is to acknowledge that the opinions of the clergy are to-day
bought and paid for, just as lawyers are hired and legislators sent

exist," the

of the country"

uphold the ideas of their constituency." Notwithstanding this
Mr. Swift fees "a slumbering lion in the Christian
ministry, which will, ere long, awaken and put forth its forii. idable powers ibr the poor and the oppressed."

interested in their

W.

D.

GUNNING.

D. Gunning's essay Katzenjamnier, in No.

I,

is

a

humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.
Katzenjammer is a
German word, which means cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-life. The owl, the nighthawk, the whip-poor-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life
drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
sprightly, half

GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL.

Remus.

almost unlimited and the

friend

to

In No. 25 Gen. Trumbull has an article on " The Value of
Doubt in the Study of History." He shows the tendency of historic writing toward exaggeration and falsehood; and he advises

farnous generals

is its

difficulty,

FORMER CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."

doubt.

SWIFT.

Christianizing the people after the manner practiced by Jesus in
Judea and by his disciples, as related in the New Testament. Mr.
Swift's language is clear, eloquent, pervaded by an ideal humanitarianism, and is not only respectful to the clergy but even
reverent. He thinks the opportunities of the present and the
future are in the hands of the churches, and that the clergy may
lead the van of social progress instead of trailing along behind
the baggage wagons, as they have so long been contented to do.
" In this country," he says, " where the church has the allegiance

W.

175

I.

In No. 23 Morrison I. Swift malies a vigorous appeal to the
churches that they become actively interested in what is generally
knpwn as "The Social Problem," and that they take the lead in

Mr.
(Nixon Building,

to express
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power

— to speak."

money power of the country

Court.

All

opment

by our

Romulus and

own

story,

and

it comes under the suspicion cast upon it by the ordinary rules of evidence. " This war history," says Gen. Trumbull,

therefore

them have been lame ever since. They are not as useful to us as
they would have been if strengthened in infancy by the exercise of

the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays

doubt."

of the sun of righteousness.

woven out of camp-fire yarns." "Lilie the feet of Chinese children," he says, " our minds were crippled in infancy, and many of
"is

brain,
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YULE-TIDE AND CHRISTMAS.
Christmas comes again with its Christmas trees
and lights, its Christmas gifts and joys. The festive
Yule-tide has been a holy season to our Teutonic ancestors since they came from Asia and settled in their
northern homes in Europe, which their descendants,
the Norwegians, the Danes, the Dutch, the English,
and the Germans still inhabit. The dreariest days of
the year, when darkness and frost with snow and ice
were most oppressive, became by reaction as it were
the most joyful time.
In the northern parts of Norway the sun disappeared entirely towards the close of December, and
when after an absence of two nights or more it rose
for a short time on the horizon, it was saluted with
bonfires lit with yule-logs, with festive processions,
with fir-trees illuminated with candles, with merrymaking and family feasts of all kinds.
The mistletoe which grows on holy oak-trees and
remains green in winter-time, whose seed was supposed to have fallen from heaven, was the sun-god
Baldur's sacred plant.

With

was

all

love and friendship in the

name

of

and most righteous son. Baldur had
been killed by the dark and gloomy Hoedur, but he
was restored to life again. With Baldur all nature
received new life, and all mankind rejoiced in him.
When Christianity was introduced, how could a
better day for the celebration of Christ's nativity be
Odin's fairest

selected than Baldur's festive day.

The birthday

of

Jesus was not celebrated in the early church, and there
is not even the faintest legendary account regarding its
date.
this

Our Teutonic ancestors succeeded
problem

in settling

favor of their dear Yule-tide by a

in

quotation from the scriptures.
as to his relation to

John the Baptist says
Christ: "He must increase but I

must decrease."
Accordingly, St.
(John iii. 30.)
John's day was fixed upon the 24th of June when the
days begin to decrease, and Christ's upon 25th of

December when
Yule-tide

the days begin to increase again.

lost

none

changed into Christmas.

of

its

On

charms when

it

was

the contrary, the sacred

ies that

all the while the old pagan ceremonsymbolize the immortality of light and life.

(

li
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any special creed.

a feast of
as the

before Christianity existed.
ing

Two

i

It

pagan Yule-tide long beThe custom of celebrat-

has spread from the Teutonic nations to France,
Italy, and Ireland, and over the whole

it

and Spain, and
world.

It is

now

the family feast of almost

all

man-

kind whether they believe in Jesus as their savior or not.
keep the Christmas season as a dear and sacred

We

time which in the midst of a dreary winter night re-

minds us

Darkness cannot conand death cannot conquer life. Christmas
teaches us to bear up bravely in troubles, to keep up
hope in misfortunes, to preserve the courage of life in
the midst of struggles of cares and worries, and to
spread joy around us so far as it is in our power, p. c.
quer

of the sun's return.

light,
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HEALTH AND
But

while the

OSWALD. M.D.

XVm.

DISEASE.

(Continued.)

moral characteristics of perfect

health can often be studied only in the traditions of
the past, our

own age

affords

abundant facilities for
The most frequent

the study of moral pathology.

psychic symptoms of impaired health are capricious-

Despondency is by no means an
The brooding
concomitant of disease.
stupor of wounded savages often alternates with fits
of bravado and reckless mirth, or even of facetious
good humor, as in the remark of Sultan Baber's son,
Mahmet, who in his exile had ventured to intrigue
ness and irritability.

invariable

with the lady-love of a Tartar chieftain, and after being starved beyond the hope of recovery, was deprived

by order of the implacable emir. " I don't
what he wanted to blind me for," said the dying
exile, " unless he was afraid that my good looks might
interfere with the success of his amours in paradise."
of his eyes

see

Snorri Sturleeon, in his Heimskringla, mentions the
still

stranger last words of a Norse warrior, whose

breast- shield

joys of IVeihnachi gained in spiritual depth and import-

ance, preserving

20,

Christmas is not
had been celebrated

mistletoe therefore the

houses were decorated, and the greeting under the
mistletoe

JOURNAL

of Conciliating Religion -with Science,

was pierced by an arrow, which could be

extracted only by a series of desperate efforts, and at
last proved to have torn out a piece of the wounded
man's heart. " That's all right," grunted the expiring

Baresark, after scrutinizing that sample of his interior
'
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organism, "

it's

I'm getting

fat to

Fortitude

time

of

my

I

should be butchered anyhow,

very heart's root."

that sort, though,

by a strenuous concentration

amount

of

is

inspired only

mental energy, and no

of habitual self-control is apt to resist the in-

fluence of lingering disease.

Stoicism, indeed, requires

snap savagely at his sympathizing friends who
surround him with looks of surprise, and during the
conflagration of a menagerie I once saw a badly
scorched Moor baboon make a mad assault upon a
helpless dog, who had for years shared the straw couch
will

Even

of his prison.

upon

sick horses are apt to use their

companion whose sleek appearance

a basis of physical stamina, and hospital experts can-

teeth

not help confessing a good deal of skepticism concerning the alleged miracles of sickness-proof cheerfulness.

aggravates their feeling of misery.

Chronic ill-humor is a product of effete civilization
far oftener than of savage modes of life, and the traveler
Kohl mentions the suggestive experience of a dragoman whose linguistic attainments had secured him the
patronage of Syrian and Circassian chieftains, as well
as of refined

come

European

"You must have
among those eastern

travelers.

across perfect barbarians

customers of yours," said the professor, "and I supit's rather hard sometimes to put up with their
bullying insolence?" " Well, yes," said the interpreter,
"but I can tell you frankly that I could get along for
a year with a Kurdistan robber- chief, more easily than
for a week with a sick-tempered English aristocrat.
Travelers of that sort may never use a coarse expression, and yet torment you with their meanness and
their venomous tantrums {' giftige Launeti') till you
would give a year's wages to have the privilege of
thrashing them black and blue.
They seem to be
alwaj's trying to find fault, just for the sake of venting
their bad humor; and the saints forgive me if the ladylikest women amongst them are not a dozen times
worse than the men." Domestic servants cannot risk
such comments, except, perhaps, under the circumstances which induced an American boarding-house
keeper to profess religion and invite the prayers of her
pose

Dinah," she moaned,
have been a sinner all my life, and I never knew it
yesterday." " Pshaw, madam," said Dinah, "I knew

colored cook.
"

I

till

"Just think of

it,

that all the time."
" Misery loves

company,"

is

a

proverb that ex-

presses one main cause of the irritable and almost vindictive

humor accompanying many forms
The sufferer would seem to

complaints.

of solace in the success of his efforts to

of physical

find a sort

make

others

share his feeling of wretchedness, while on the other
hand happiness dislikes the discord of distress and

would wish to propitiate envy by making others equally
happy an impulse perhaps connected with the signifi-

—

cance of the ancient belief that fortune's favorites
must avert a change of luck by forgiving their enemies.
" Evasisti" (you have escaped your fate), said the

Emperor
of a

Trajan, on the day of his election, at sight

man who had provoked him

to a

vow

of mortal

a

The disorders of the human organism betray an
analogous tendency, and the apparent exceptions from
that rule refer almost exclusively to painless diseases,
such as certain affections of the respiratory organs,
which in all but the last stage of the malady, evince
their progress only in a feeling of general exhaustion.
A two hours attack of gout or neuralgia, on the other
hand, will sour the sweetest temper, and the sufferers
from chronic bowel-complaints and bone cancers often
become so fearfully peevish that none but well-paid
attendants can be induced to endure their caprices.
" Do,

kill

me

at once," said a hospital

steward of

my

acquaintance, "if a trouble of that sort ever should

happen

to get

hold of me;

I

would rather be dead

than be tempted to act like that snappish old

demon

over yonder."
It is

a curious fact that a confident

'ery forms

a

distinctive

symptom

hope

of

of recov-

certain

fatal

While dyspeptics, for instance, torment
themselves with all the morbid fancies of Moliere's
Malade imaginaire, consumptives are very apt to underrate their peril, and persist in explaining away the undiseases.

mistakable sj'mptoms of hopeless decline.

In the last

stage of their disorder that optimism, however, fre-

quently collapses into the opposite extreme, and during the last few

months

of their struggle for existence

the victims of pulmonary diseases often
ful

enough

to

make

life

become

fret-

a burden to their attendants,

as well as to themselves.
" Have you ever known a patient to perserve his

good humor to the end of a lingering disease?" I once
asked an intelligent sick-nurse, who had for long years
acted as chief matron of a large city hospital.
" Some of them hold out, by sheer will force, a good
deal longer than others," said she, "but it seems to
aggravate their misery, and, in fact, I have sometimes
helped them to ease their melancholy by letting them
growl away to their heart's content. Most of them,
though, do not ask your permission, and they all break

down sooner

or later,

women

sooner than

men

as a

though I remember one case of a poor creature
who had been hurt by a fall on her head, and was
treated for cataleptic fits. She would get delirious and
then lie as in a trance for days together, but in her
rule,

vengeance.

lucid

Tortured animals almost invariably become vindictive; a strychnine-poisoned wolf, in his last agony,

pleasant to everybody, poor soul, and seemed
to

intervals

she tried her best to

have a marvelous fund

of

make

herself
reallj'

good humor, unless she

1HE OPEN
was doing

herself violence for fear of being sent to an

insane asylum.

Education

against the absurdest

fits

is

no guarantee

all

of peevishness, and, indeed,

have often found that intelligent persons

I

at

in

such

cases use their mental resources only for the purpose
of

making themselves more

nurses and doctors.

A

ingeniously disagreeable to

is no
have known men of strict principles
and a high sense of honor to get as unreasonably fretful as any hysteric woman.
Their principles seem to
slip away in such cases together with their physical
hold on life, though it sometimes almost looks as if
they thought it no more than fair that other people
should be worried at least once in a while, while they
themselves are in such constant misery."

safeguard either;

strong sense of justice

I

The Mohammedan
lish communion with

sect of the Sufis seek to estab-

the spirit of the godhead by

purging their minds of all worldly passion, and often
renounce their earthly possession for the special purpose of avoiding the temptations of wealth and devoting themselves more exclusively to a life of spiritual
meditations.
The great mistake of the Christian

hope

ascetics consisted in the

ism by a system
is

a tradition of a

own

eyeballs,

of enforcing that quiet-

of health-destroying penances.

Brahmin

filled his

fanatic

ears

who dug

There

out his

with pitch, destroyed

the nerves of his palate by the application of hot irons

and

at last lay

down, " freed from the

blunted to a sense of

its

evils,"

lusts of life

and

awaiting his final

That utter suppression of
its purpose nearly
as well as outright suicide, but as long as eyes see and
release in callous torpor.

vital instincts

nerves

feel,

may have answered

persistent sin against the protest of their

sure to avenge itself by

all sorts of moral
and mental, as well as physical, disorders. The selftorturing maniacs of the mediaeval monasteries had to
pay that full penalty of their crimes against nature,
and instead of gaining the hoped for " peace of liferenouncing devotion," only succeeded in perverting
the passions they attempted to suppress. There is,
indeed, no doubt that morally and intellectually the
victims of monachism degraded human nature far below the types of primitive savagery, and that the
immoralities and cruelties of the culminating period
of that millennium of madness are as unparalleled as
" I would enthe extravagance of its superstitions.
dure the rough justice of a penal prison rather than
the petty chicanes of a French convent," writes a correspondent of Pere Hyacinth; "of all the exasperating,
spiteful, and low-minded tyrants on earth, a crapulent
abbot, in the exercise of his power for aggravating the

instinct

is

miseries of a miserable existence,

is

decidedly the

worst."

The testimony

of thousands of refugee

nuns has confirmed that

verdict,

monks and

and there

is

no

COURT.
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greater mistake than the mediaeval belief in the possi-

men from

bility of freeing

them

by depriving

their vices

would, indeed, be difficult to
name a single moral or mental aberration which in
some of its forms does not constitute a symptom of
impaired physical health. Suffering undermines the
of their health.

basis of

common

sense and

common

away" with

of rectitude "slip

justice; principles

their physical

concomi-

the purely physical misery of alcoholism will

tants;

tempt

It

its

victims to purchase relief by any sacrifice of

"Sensual excesses," says Ludwig

personal honor.

Boerne, "are the consequence, as often as the cause,
of disease,"

orders

An

and

it

equally true that nervous dis-

is

may engender

a love of cruelty for

its

own

ultra-brutal delight in the infliction of pain

sake.
is

a

well-known symptom of certain brain-diseases, and
few pathologists would be inclined to doubt that moral
aberrations such as those of Phalaris, Nero, Caligula,
Pedro of Aragon, Czar Iwan, and Chevalier Retz, must
be considered a consequence of physical disorders.
The physiological i-aiionale- of such consequences,
must, however, often remain a matter of mere conjecture.

We

may

trace the fretfulness of dyspeptics

connection of the brain with the gastric
branch of nerves, but no anatomist could venture to
explain the curious, and yet undisputable, fact that
blind men are nearly always remarkably trustful, even
to the intimate

under circumstances not apt to justify a confiding disand dumb persons, with as rare
exceptions, are extremely cautious and very prompt to
Nor would it be
resent an abuse of their confidence.
easy to explain the morbid activity which often characterizes the deliquium of nervous disorders, as if its
victims were stimulated by the desire of utilizing their
last scant resources of vital strength, while consumptives, with all their optimism, are apt to become morbidly averse to every kind of mental or physical effort
position, while deaf

(

To be continued.^

FORM AND FORMAL THOUGHT.
IV.

THE

BASIS OF

Mathematics, as

THE ECONOMY OF THOUGHT.
still

taught in our schools,

is,

after

the example of Euclid, unfortunately constructed on

axioms.

The

introduction of axioms

mathematics an

air of

still

gives to

mysteriousness which should be

absent in this most reliable and well established science. This doctrinal method of teaching mathematics,

by starting from authoritative axioms, which have to be
accepted on good faith, is unphilosophical and should
It induced
give place to a more rational method.
Schopenhauer to declare that the whole science, being

based upon non-proven truths, remains non-proven.
He considers mathematical certainty to be ultimately
a part of intuition and thus reaches a point where
mysticism can have full play.
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Hermann Grassmann

in his

"theory of extension"

{Ausdehriiingskhrc) avoids the faults of Euclid's method. Grassmann throws a new hght upon Kant's idea of
the a priori by formulating a science of pure
matics.

Our space has

mathe-

three dimensions {Ausdehntin-

and plane geometry is a matheGrassmann's idea was, to
propound mathematics as it would appear if absolutely
This
abstracted from dimensions of any number.
science of pure mathematics must be the most ab-

gen, or extensions),

matics of two dimensions.

We cannot have any intuitive conception of a space
having four dimensions. Nevertheless, pure mathematics, being independent of dimensions, applies just as
much to systems of four and more degrees as to the
The regularity of
actual space of three dimensions.
every system is fixed a priori by the elements posited
for that system. The elements, positing themselves or
being posited by us according to the rigid rule of strict
consistency, will necessarily form a regular and ordercan therefore state with ably arranged system.

We

the formal laws by which bodies of

stract formal thought.'*'

solute precision

The "theory of forms in general" {Allgemeine ForGrassmann says, should precede all the
special branches of mathematics. By a theory of forms

four or five dimensions,

menlehre),

he understands " that series of truths which
refers equally to all branches of mathematics and
which presupposes only the general eonceptsof identity
and difference, of combination and separation. * *
Products of thought can originate in two ways, either
by a simple creative act (that of positing) or by the
double act of positing and combining. The product
of the former kind is a constant form or magnitude
in a narrower sense, that of the latter kind is a discrete form or a form of combination."
On the concepts of the identity and difference of posited acts of thought by mere combination and separain general

tion,

Grassmann

builds his magnificent structure of a

theory of forms in general, of which arithmetic, geometry, algebra,

to

mechanics, phoronomics, and logic appear

be applications only of special kinds.

of no axioms whatever.

The

He

is in

need

only postulates are such

is a system of first degree; plane
geometry is a system of second degree; and space is a
system of third degree. Plane geometry has two dimensions, and, therefore, if we have one point fixed,
two magnitudes are required for the determination of
any other point. Space has three dimensions, so that
taking a fixed point three magnitudes are necessary
for the determining of any other point.
Colors, it appears, are another system of third degree; they can be
reduced to three primary colors: red, orange, and blue.
Accordingly three magnitudes are required for determining any kind of tint. A distinguished scientist has
invented a method of graphic representation of colors
by triangles.

as these: Arithmetic

*The ingenious attempts of Bolyai and the Russian geometer Lobatschewsky
(discussed in C. F. Gauss's 'Briefwechsel mit Schumacher,' Vol. II. pp. 268 to
271), to erect a geometrical system which would be independent of the Euclidian axioms in regard to parallels, and Riemann's meritorious essay "On The
Hypotheses Of Geometry," have called the attention of mathematicians and

remarkable problem which finds its natural and most simple
solution in Grassmann's theory of pure mathematics. Hamilton's method of

all

if

they existed, would be gov-

erned.*

between the numbers of
mathematical space,
on the one hand, and Grassmann's systems of i, 2, 3,
or n dimensions on the other, is, that numbers, planes,
and actual space are accepted as given; they are the
data of arithmetic, geometry, and mathematics, while
the systems constructed by Grassmann's "theory of
forms in general " are conceived as products of thought.
They are posited by a progress of thought and can be
considered as data only if their parts, once posited, are
futther used as such for combinations among them-

The

chief

difference

arithmetic, geometrical planes,

selves.
It is obvious that the only condition of all kinds of
such systems of formal thought is cotisistency. Truth
with regard to our knowledge of reality is the agreement of our concepts with the objects represented;
but truth in the domain of pure formal thought is the
agreement of all posited forms of one and the same
system among each other. This consistency is the

* As an example we may use the instance, that the product of
two magnitudes in a system o£ second degree can be algebraically
expressed by
2ab \ b^
(a + hf
a=
in a system of third degree, by

=

(a -^ \>f

in a

=

a' -^

-1-

3a=b

-)-

aab'^

-1-

b»

system of fourth degree, by
(a -^ b)'

Accordingly,

^

a'

-1-

4a'b

-^

6a^b-

+

4ab''

b*.

-t-

a cube or any parallelopipedon which

is

the

product of two magnitudes consists of eight tri-dimensional parts.
This fact cannot only be proven a priori by mathematical or algebraical demonstration of purely formal thought,

tained by experience also.

A

cube that

mensions, according to the ratio of a

H-

is

cut in

it

can be ascerits

all

three di-

an example,

b, will afford

and a body formed by two magnitudes (a + b) in four dimensions,
if it were possible, would consist of the following 16 four-dimensional
parts
1.

a

(=

A

regular

body which

in

four directions

measures

in all four directions

measures

all

a'),

2.

Another regular body which

scientists to a

Quaternions is contained in it also, since Grassmann takes into account the
ami direction of lines. For brief information on the subject see
Helmholtz's lucid sketch Ueber die Thatsachcn, die der Geometric z:i Grunc/c
liegen (Upon the Facts that lie at the Basis of Geometry),
" The
J. B. Stallo,
Concepts and Theories of Modern Physics," pp. 208 seqq., and 248 seqq., and
compare also with Hermann Grassmann; AiisdehnungsUltre, Anhang-l. 3.ni
length

III. pp. 273 seqq.,

and 277 seqq.

b (=b*).
3.

in

one

in

one

in

two

4.

5)

Four bodies which

in three

dimensions measure

ff

(^a^), and

b.

Four bodies which

in three

dimensions measure b (=b^), and

a.

Six bodies which in two diinensions measure a
b {== b').

(=

a''),

and
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all law, regularity, and order; and whatever
system of forms may be selected, its rules and theorems will be developed by our mind with the same
wonderful harmony and precision as can be observed in
mathematics, arithmetic, logic, and mechanics. Ac-

basis of

if the world were otherwise than it is, if
space had only two, or if it had four dimensions, the
laws of the world would be otherwise, but none the less
regular than at present they would be strictly gesetz-

our brain, produces in man an economy
and thinking which the more it is realized and practiced, gives him the greater power over nature.
in

CONCLUSION.

cordingly,

—

conforming to, and explainable by, law.
Consistency must be considered in the empire of
form as the counterpart of inertia* in the realm of matter. So long as nothing interferes to produce a change,
everything will remain as it is. Consistency therefore,
the very root of order, from which all order of form in
every possible system of forms finds its explanation, is
the natural state.
Consistency like the law of inertia
and the law of identity explains itself. Wherever we
meet with it, it need not be accounted for; an explanation becomes necessary only where consistency is
lacking.
From this consideration it is apparent that
to whatever sj'stem the form of reality belonged, it
could in no case be devoid of order. The world could
not be a chaos, but of necessity must be a cosmos.
Grassmann's theory of 'forms in general' throws a
mdssig,

new

i. e.,

upon Kant's doctrine

light

of the a priori, since

exhibits a science of pure form in

its

Thus the a priori has lost the last vesmystery and we can easily understand how the

is due to the formal laws of nature.
While Kant's reasoning has been correct in the main,

cosmical order

is apparent that real space is not quite so purely
formal as he imagined. A system of form of the third
it

degree can be posited a priori by formal thought; but

such a system of the third
degree can be ascertained by experience only.
We have used the word order in the sense of objective regularity which of necessity results from a
consistency of form throughout one and the same system. This regularity of forms enables us to think
many samenesses by one idea and thus makes an
economy of thought possible, which as Ernst Mach dethe fact that real space

clares

is

the characteristic feature of science.

is

Mach (who

Although Kant's Transcendental Idealism cannot
be considered as a final solution of the basic problem
of philosophy,

it

nevertheless pursues the right method

and has thus actually led us to a solution which, we
hope, will in time be recognized as final. In Kant's
time, it seemed as if the key to the mysteries of cosmic order should be sought for in nature's manifestations outside of the human mind. Kant, a second Copernicus, reversed the whole situation and pointed
out that the key to the problem: "How is nature posAnd
sible at all?" is to be found in the human mind.
yet the natural sciences, inquiring into the secrets of

nature by the observation of natural phenomena, were
Kant and the natural
after all not on a wrong track.
sciences seemed to exclude each other, but they were

complementary.
Schiller who in so many respects
fore-felt and fore-told future events in the prophetic
spirit of his poetry, said in one of his Xenions, inscribed " Transcendental Philosophy and Natural
Science "
:

it

most generalized

abstractness.
tige of

1371
of feeling

Ernst

"

Both have to travel their ways, though the
Each one must wander on straight, and

Two

may

ne should not know of the othe
the end they will meet."
I

appear contradictory,
Let us not distort the one for
the sake of the other, but let each be presented without regard to the other, and let every point of diverTheory and practice,
gency be brought out fully.
formal thought and experience, the thinker and obtruths

though they are

at

first

not.

if they boldly take the
consequences of their views and combat those of the

server, will at last agree better

other.

phy

About the

relation of transcendental philoso-

to natural science in his time, Schiller said:
"

Enmity be between both, your alliance would not be

Though you may separate now. Truth

will

in time yet.
be found by your search."

There has been enmity enough between philosophy
and natural science. Philosophers looked with scorn
upon the specialists who confined their labors to narrow circles, and scientists, confident of their positive
results, smiled about the phantastic dreams of theoHowever, in the progress of time,
retic speculations.

must suppose has attained to his ideas
quite independently of Grassmann, although there is
no doubt that both have been strongly influenced by
Kant), points out, by a happy instinct as it were, the
most practical application of the theory of formal

philosophers learned to prize the valuable researches

thought

methods

The

I

in general.

regularity of form being repeated in the phy-

siological

arrangement

* Inertia in

German

of the

nervous

cells

and

fibres

sometimes called TrSgheit, sometimes Bekarrung.
Trdgheit is the literal translation of inertia; it is a negative term which denotes the non-appearance of new energy, or motion, or activity. Beharrwng
is

the better term;

it

is

affords a positive expression for " inertia," denoting the

unchanged continuance

of the energy in existence.

of natural science,

and the

scientists felt the necessity

their investigations and
At present the want of a
close contest between philosophy and the sciences is a
fact that is freely acknowledged by both, philosophers
and scientists.
In Kant's and in Schiller's time an alliance between philosophy and natural science would have been
premature. How many futile attempts have been made
of a philosophical basis for
of investigation.

rA^^-
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Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, and
the mean time!
Schopenhauer in Germany, the two Mills and Herbert
Spencer in England, Auguste Comte in France, have
appeared with their systems, partly opposing, partly
repeating Kantian ideas in other and original ways of
presentation, partly combating his very method, partly
popularizing, and at the same time opposing his views.
But none of them (not even Comte*) succeeded in
in

creating a well-established positivism that could dis-

pense with the mystical element altogether, whether
it appear as the Transcendental, the Unknowable, or

came

Robert's "theatrical struggle," and says, with unction, "Christ

and not to provide refined entertainment for such men
as Elsmere."
I ask any one who has read the book whether this is
a true picture of Elsmere, whether for one moment he can be
to save sinners

Yes, Elsmere's struggle is made
thought of as a dilettante?
He made, it is said, tremendous effort to give up
something he never possessed; a minister of the Christian religion,
he never knew what it was to be a Christian. What is meant by this?
Simply that he never knew Evangelical Christianity, and Evangelridiculous.

—

ical

Christianity by a well-nigh inconceivable narrowness

great significance in breaking with.
anity,

is

rep-

any
Because Mr. Moody's Christi-

resented to be the only type of Christianity which there

and Mr. Spurgeon's, and that of the Armour mission

is

is

not

taken as the type of that which Elsmere unlearned, therefore the

the Supernatural.

We have attempted in these essays on " Form and
Formal Thought " to lay the cornerstone of such posi-

Moody, we are told, could not have
been stirred by the arguments which wrecked Elsmere. I grant it.
Moody stands like a rock whom modern ideas beat upon in vain.

be hoped, will prove to be the
a philosophy free from contraaccordance with reality, thus offering

who say to him, " You don't believe the story
Noah and the flood!" he answers " I believe it as implicitly as I
do the Sermon on the Mount." To those who bring up Jonah and
the whale, " Oh, yes!" he replies; " I believe that just as much as
I believe the resurrection of Jesus Christ,"
and to those who urge

tivism, which,

it is

only true Monism,
dictions and in

to

/.

e.,

a basis for a unitary and harmonious conception of the
world.

p. c.

cant as the book
book.

who

It is

not a great

has given

it

is

The attempt is made
work, we are told, and it

itself, f

publicity —^though where Mr.

review has been read by tens,

it

is

almost as

signifi-.

to depreciate the
is

Mr. Gladstone

Gladstone's labored

safe to say, that the novel has

been read by hundreds or thousands.

It is called,

" a passing

pam-

phlet advocating a transitory theological whim." How strange that
other pamphlets advocating " transitory theological whims" have

almost no readers!

Its

purpose

sinister

is

pointed out:

it

is

"a

", "an attempt to discredit the old,
aims " to undermine faith in the testimony by which

subtle, powerful, perilous attack

old story;"

it

New

Testament miracles are supported." But cannot an artist
and yet not uncommon spiritual e.xperience
without a polemical motive? When George Eliot gave the world
her beautiful picture of Dinah, was she an advocate of Methodism?
Yet, even if Mrs. Ward's motive was priglike, to hold up a model
for her readers, there is not in the whole of Elsmere's career one
trace of hostility to Christianity, nor could one learn from him any
the

relate a wonderful

other desire than to retain as
lectually possible to retain.

much

Objection

made

nor did he find himself compelled to abandon it as the result of the
gradual processes of his own thinking, but the Squire "demolished"
it; his mind, we are told, had pinned "itself on to Squire
Wendover";
fight for his wife,
I

but scarcely any for his religion.

am ashamed

to say

it,

to vulgarity.

Except for the living in it, one cannot conceive of Robert Elsmere going into the ministry," one minister remarks; he speaks of
'

* Comte believed in the Unknowability of what he called " first and final
causes," and considered only "the middle between them" accessible to
cog-

He attempted 'to limit science to the positively knowable, but in so
doing he left a non-knowable; he did not succeed in entirely freeing himself
from mysticism— which after all is the primary object of all philosophy.
1 1 refer to the sermons of two distinguished representatives of the
Chicago
pulpit— one a Congregationalist, the other a Presbyterian—
reported in the
Chicago morning papers ol the 22d and 29th of October, 1888.
nition.

throat isn't large

—

—

ism or the Baptist persuasion, or

church of England.
from one of the Evangelical
historic

in mission chapels,

If

Mrs.

sects,

Ward had

or from what

but

in the old

taken her hero
is

known

as the

Evangelical party in the church of England, would not large numbers of people have said over there, and not a few here, " Ah, but
Christianity to begin with, and what we should like most to know
is, how a broad and cultivated
and genial believer like Kingsley or
Maurice could have been led to give up his faith?"
It is charged that no genial representative of modern orthodoxy is to be found in the book; but Elsmere himself is such a representative, so far as a young man can be. Neither a High-churchman nor a Low, he yet conceived of the English church as a great
national institution for the promotion of God's work on earth, and
none, we are told by the author, who came near to him could mistake the fervor and passion of his Christian feeling. With "prayer
and self-abasement " he vowed himself to the ministry of the
church.
At Oxford he came into contact with skepticism, both on
its philosophical and on its historical side; he became presumably
familiar with the works of Mill and Herbert Spencer, and failed to
be satisfied with them, like other ardent young men in Oxford at
that time. Though one of our ministers says he had no thorough or

—

charges even descend,

its

she did not give us a specimen of the highest and most attractive

no pretense of writing a controversial treatise and when, it might
added, the argument is already so well-known?"
As the book is misinterpreted, so is Elsmere himself belittled.
His early belief is called a " feeble product of religious emotions";

The

because

intel-

it is

not present the argument for the divinity of Christ, the reality of
the resurrection and miracles; but why should she, when she makes

he made a good

—

man

undismayed that God could attend to that
difficulty, that He would have no trouble in making a fish large
enough to swallow Jonah. I do not quote these words of Mr.
Moody's to discredit him. Rather do I find something refreshing
in his imperturbable manner
and that he loves his fellowmen and
with his whole heart tries to help them, I make no doubt.
But
would we have had Mrs, Ward take his type of Christianity as the
type from which Elsmere should fall away or, what is perhaps
about the same, Mr. Spurgeon's or that of the Armour mission?
In all candor I ask. Would such a type have had sufficient intellectual significance? Would profoundly thinking men and women,
would students and scholars, would the lights of our Chicago pulpit themselves have cared to read the book framed on such a basis?
It should perhaps be remembered that the book was not written in Chicago, but in England, and that the most commanding religious faith there, and the ripest culture, are not in Presbyterianall

that the author does

of Christianity as
is

In answer to those

of

enough, he answers

BY WM. M. SALTER.
attack of the pulpit on Robert Elsmere

account.

that a whale cannot swallow a

THE ATTACK ON ROBERT ELSMERE.
The

latter is of slight

even respectable training in the evidences of Christianity, he doubthad what Oxford afforded and it is not improbable that that

—

less

ancient and honorable institution of learning afforded as

could be found anywhere else
Berlin; yes,

we

in

Europe, unless

it

be

much

as

at Leipzig or

are expressly told that he was familiar with apolo-

THE
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arguments and used them with ability and ingenuity, and
that in reply to Langham, who urged that Christianity was simply
made up of ideas personified, he declared with warmth that the
ideas had been realized, made manifest in facts.
Without being a
philosopher or profoundly original in any direction, yet openminded, noble-hearted, deeply in earnest, he was, on leaving Oxford and taking up his country living, a fair representative of the
best tendencies, the broadest culture, the finest and purest temper
in the English church.
The very interest and power of the book,
yes, the fatal charm about it so much regretted by our ministers,
is that a specimen of the noblest and manliest Christianity of our
era is taken for its hero, and that just such an one as he is involved
getic

attacked Elsmere do not really un-

derstand him, do not appreciate the real meaning of his experi-

—

We understand what we are, some one has said what we
have gone through in our own soul. Christian ministers often apply this truth to those who make heartless and frivolous attacks on
Christianity.
It does not seem to occur to some of them that it
may be necessary to apply it to themselves in their judgments on
so delicately-strung a nature as Elsmere's. Have they ever been in
his place?
True, one of our ministers says that Elsmere's experiences have been those of almost every man of note in the American pulpit to-day, at some period or other of his career; but he
surely, and his brother-minister, who has made a somewhat similar though less offensive, attack, are among those men of note, and
since they are young, would more likely nave known something of
Elsmere's experience than older men, and yet they give no signs of
ever having passed through it.
The doubt that assailed Elsmere was of a peculiar character,
and he met it in a peculiar way. It was not of his own will that
he doubted. He had no wish to disbelieve. All his wishes were
All his emotions were on the side of Christianity. His
to believe.
faith was a part of his whole make-up as a man. " It isn't as if we
differed slightly," he said to the Squire in the early part of his acence.

differ

fundamentally,

is it

not so?

I

am

a Christian, I believe in an Incarnation, a Resurrection, and Revelation."

When

his doubts came, they

Voltaire, or Paine, or of

doubts seem,

Nor

in a

were

many popular

totally unlike those of

liberal lecturers,

whose

measure, part of their animus against the cKurch.

did his mental unrest

ministers argue against

him

never denied or questioned

come from

abstract arguments.

that miracles are not impossible.

They say he adopted

this.

phy of history and nature which forbade him to
But philosophy had little or nothing to do with

Our

He

a philoso-

believe in miracles.

his change.
Grey
had such a philosophy, but, as is patent to those who do not
jumble diverse things together, and as Grey himself distinctly says,
Elsmere's mental development was on a totally different line. The
complete failure of our ministers to so much as apprehend Elsmere's distinctive point of view is shown in their saying after Mr.
Gladstone that while he follows the Squire in giving up the mi-

—

racles,

he does not, " for reasons unexplained," follow him in givThis would be indeed strange if, as is charged,

ing up theism.

Elsmere's mind had pinned

itself

on

if he were simwould be simply in-

to the Squire;

ply the feeble dupe of Wendover's logic,

it

comprehensible that he should not yield in both respects; yes, the
fact that he did not, is the rediictio a J absurditm of that charge and
confirms the truth of Robert's words to his wife in relation to the
I am not such a
Squire: " It was not his doing in any true sense.

weak shuttle-cock as that," though he allows the Squire's influence
upon him and admits that it hastened everything.* And why should
Elsmere, because he ultimately gave up miracles, give up theism
too? Why, unless in the mind of the objectors there is some connection between the two things?

same

the

have, and have a right to have, as

Why,

logic that is averse to miracles

Chapter

xxviii.

since one

much

The
rests

may feel it and
God as ever.

yet

faith in

point is that a man's faith in God, if it is a logical faith,
on philosophical foundations, while Elsmere's distrust of
.

miracles rested purely on an historical basis.

ophic idea of Him,

is

God,

in the philos-

not something that happens, but the First

Principle of things; but a miracle, if it is real, is something that
happens, and the same canons of historical investigation, that apply
to all the events of the world's history,

of miracles

— and

apply to

The

it.

question

the question of orthodox Christianity

it is

a question of whether

God

exists or

whether he acts

—

is

not

in the world,

but whether he acts in a peculiar and exceptional manner in other
words, whether certain extraordinary phenomena have taken place.
Evidently,

is

it

a question for trained historical students.

might admit and deeply
in the world,

and

One

that Christianity has done great good

feel

still

is

doing

it,

one might be

at loss to

know

what could take the place of

it, one might
be most reverently and
one might feel that so far as abstract
argument goes nothing can be successfully said against it, one might
even in a moment of despondency take comfort in the "thousand
Christian colleges of the world and its four hundred thousand
pulpits, which give'no sign of being silenced," and feel edified by
the statement that "miracles are the jewels which naturally adorn

affectionately attached to

it,

—

brow of the

the

him

in

celestial King"
and yet all this give little help to
answering the simple, plain question, Did the miracles truly

and really happen?

Now

Robert's chosen line of study was history.

He

took

with that fine and noble enthusiasm characteristic of him,

dreaming what
book, and, as
val period

good

it

fruits

it

would ultimately bear.

He

it

up

little

even planned a

chanced, his researches took him into the early mediae-

when miracles were rife and were reported with the utmost
One day he read a narrative by a Bishop in Southern
Catherine.
Her work dropped a moment on to her knee.

faith.

France

to

A bishop,
What extraordinary superstition " she said, startled.
man?" Robert nodded. "But it is the
'

'

'

!

Robert, and an educated

whole habit of mind," he said half to himself, staring into the fire,
" that is so astounding.
No one escapes it."* It was these hours
and months of quiet study, before he even came into friendly relations with Wendover, that all unconsciously prepared the way for
At first) no doubt, it
the bitter struggles that should come later.
never seriously occurred to him that the gospel miracles might be in
the same category with the mediaeval ones; to him, as to our
ministers to-day, there was a plain line of demarcation between the "dubious miracles" which Romanism vouches for,
and the miracles of the New Testament for which the evidence
But at last, and through the inis so "massive and complete."
strumentality of the squire though essentially the same thing
would have happened sooner or later, in any casef the whole
problem in its bearing on his personal faith was brought home
From the hints that the author gives us and they are
to him.
of course only hints, not detailed statements, as they might have

—

—

—

been

if

her book had been instead of a novel the intellectual biog-

—

raphy of one man and yet hints that to trained theological scholars
should be almost as good as complete statements, we gather that
the multifarious questions relating to the ideas and mental habits of
the Jewish people in the time of Jesus, the extent to which he shared
in

them, the origin of the gospels, their historical trustworthiness,

and the testimony of Paul, were turned over in his mind. Or
rather we may say that at the time of his noteworthy conversation
with the Squire on that April day, he was already familiar with
these questions; for the ideas, impressions and arguments bred in

unless they suppose that
*
is

averse to faith in

God

Chapter

xx.

t In this opinion,
*
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they show that they do not understand the logic

of Elsmere's distrust in miracles,

'

quaintance with him; "we

in this

—

in the ensuing tragic experiences.

The clergymen who have

But

also?

I

am

confirmed by articles

September and the Atlantic Monthly for Novembe

the

Andover Review

foi
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him by

work,* we are told crippled his power of
and the question after all, in its

his historical

resistance to the relentless sceptic,

ultimate form, was simply whether the age of Jesus was so different
from other ages, and the narrators of his miracles so much more

what competent, trustworthy reporters of such events should
these miracles are to be credited, and the others not.

like

be,

that

— that

he knew with his critically-trained intellect
that this was not the case; but it is another thing to practically adopt
a conclusion, and for "three miserable months," we are told, he

Robert knew

is,

vainly, helplessly fought with his fate, his
living

mind

torn, his heart sore,

through that bitter struggle, which a sort of Mephistophelean

The

miracles in his time.

fact

is,

that

own

his

diocese of Hippo, in the space of two years, no less than

ventures to call "theatrical."

Catherine had been more sympathetic, she

—

might have helped him. Yes, she might might a little, that is;
for a true man's faith is a part of himself and the pain of losing it,
no other person can totally assuage. But this is not the help meant.

What

is

meant

is

that she might

have prevented his theology from

going awry, that a good and sympathetic Christian wife would
have been better than evidences, arguments, sciences, facts, or

A woman's

and sympathy are of priceless value to a
can they keep him from seeing straight, can they dictate his solution of a scientific problem?
What a perverse misuse of the sweetest treasure a man can have!
How weak-minded in a man to allow such influence, and how
much nobler a compliment to woman to imagine that she can be a
searcher for truth with her husband, his intellectual companion,
not enslaver, that she too can walk into darkness and the night
with him and believe in the day beyond, yes, can in the darkness
make light from the still fire of her love!
But no, Elsmere had to fight out his weary and wearying battle by himself; in this struggle which was more moral than intellectual, those clear but passionless and, one might almost say, conscienceless souls, Wendover and Langham
"souls at war" as
Mrs Ward says, "with life and man, without holiness, without
perfume " men who stood in a certain narrow way for liberal
ideas, but are of a type so repelling that the only effect of the book
so far can be to make liberalism detestable they, Elsmere felt,
could give him no help; and so he turned to Grey, and to him not
books.

man;

—

—

—

so

much

for light, as for approval, for advice as

to a practical

problem of duty.f He had himself felt that he must give up his
living and his orders,
and after he had unburdened himself to this
wide-browed man, who along with the intellect of a philosopher
had the heart of a saint, and met with his approval, there was
nothing for Elsmere but to cast the die; his career in the church
came to an end.
:f

The question may be considered in closing: Is there a difference between the miracles of the church and the miracles recorded in the gospel?

One

of the critics of Mrs.

Ward's novel

thinks there

is a difference between an isolated portent, recorded
earlier chronicle by some one who heard
and such a thing occurred or who claimed to have seen
it, and the New Testament miracles in favor
of which gathers such
a combination, such a steel-linked net of weighty probabilities,

in

some mediseval or

that such

arguments, evidences concurrent, in dependent, supporting, confirming, and conclusive, as has been shown over and over again.
Plainly there would be a difference
of the case.

Lecky

But what are the

if

such were a

fair

statement

facts?

us that the writings of the Fathers contain numerous accounts of miracles which they alleged to have taken place in
tells

their own day and under their own notice.
§ Justin Martyr, who
wrote in the second century distinctly asserts the continuance of

Chapter
Chapter
{Chapter
*

t

xxvi.

xxvi.
in

I,

i68.

Was

mind?

habits of

life to the dead.* It is imposThe only question is, had
he not only a profound thinker,

restoration of

but an accurate observer?

In these cases, did he observe at all?

Apparently, hs does not say

Miracles were, perhaps, scarcely

so.

him than the ordinary events of life and nature, and he credited them as reported, though he plainly used discrimination, as any sober man would in crediting ordinary occurmore improbable

to

rences.

The

question

had

pels

more

do we know that the writers of the goswhich Augustine may have lacked? Was

then,

scientific?

Were

they themselves accurate observ-

in the case of the miracles they record,

or,

ers,

is

critical habits

their age

have observed at

all?

If

they were honest men,

—

do they claim

—and of that

to

I for

one make no question, and were eye-witnesses and could not have
been mistaken, I should credit their narratives as I should any

What

other competent historical testimony.
to critical habits of

thought

among

is

the fact?

whom

the people to

First, as

they be-

was the common notion, to take but one instance, that
certain nervous diseases were caused by indwelling evil spirits.
Second, the gospel writers do not even claim to have observed the
events they narrate; they describe miracles, but do not say they saw
longed;

it

From

them.

who

the gospels themselves,

worth of which

ical

we should

know

not even

their authors were, save possibly the fourth, about the histor-

seems impossible for scholars

it

to agree.

The

author of the third gospel especially disclaims being an eye-witness,
nor does he say that any of the numerous gospels that were in ex-

when he wrote, were composed by eye-witnesses.
we have any light at all upon the origin of the first two

So

istence
as

it is

from the second centuryf

writer of our

first

gospel in

been Mark.

present form was not Matthew, and
present form

its

In fact, the accounts are

all

bare possibility that of the fourth gospel;
tolerable degree of confidence
of Jesus that

he died.

If

we

were current

far

gospels,

—and this only makes plain that the

its

that the writer of the second in

is

is

unlikely to have

second-hand, save by a
all

we can

say with any

that they represent the traditions

second or third generation after
the evidence for which

in the

single out the resurrection,

—

one of the clergymen I have referred to, said on another occasion was
stronger than that for the assassination of Julius Caesar, or the

—

St. Helena of Napoleon Bonaparte
we find that we have
no direct testimony in its favor from one of the original twelve
apostles, unless, as I have said by a bare possibility, it be John.
It is supposed that we have epistles from Peter, James, and Jude
but none of them says that he saw the risen Jesus. There are
plenty of statements that "he was seen," none that " I saw him."
Yes, there is one exception.
It is that of Paul.
Paul had
never seen Jesus in the flesh, but in a vision he believed that Jesus
had been revealed to him. No one can fail to admire the ardor,
the heroism, yes, the profound intellectual qualities of this great
reformer and propagandist. Of him we know more, of his personality we can form a more vivid and detailed conception, than of
any other early Christian disciple, than even of Jesus himself. Of

death at

we know only

*De
Europe

five cases of

critical

Jesus

xxvii,

Rationalism

he

than

love

but. can they twist his intellect,

Stephen,

—

less

if

St.

and that in the neighboring province of Calama, where the relic
had previously been, the number was incomparably greater. He
gives a catalogue of what he deems undoubted miracles, which he
says he had selected from a multitude so great, that volumes would
be required to relate them all and in that catalogue we find no
sible to question Augustine's veracity.

are told that

trust to testimony,

seventy miracles had been wrought by the body of

sarcasm taking tor a moment the tone of a Christian minister

We

we

if

became more and more numerous, more universal, more
extraordinary, as the centuries went on.
Let us take a special instance.
The good and great Augustine solemnly asserts that in
miracles

1

1

indirectly;

Civitate Dei xxii,

c.

Paul lays bare his mind and his

S.

refer to the testimony of Papij

5

quoted

in

Euseb. Eccles. Hii
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heart in his

was Paul

epistles

— for there are

who thought he had

who undertook journeys at
who was not infrequently

(as
in

Suppose you had an acfrom heaven,

mind?

of a critical habit of

quaintance

But

four undoubted ones.

special revelations

he thought) supernatural instigation,
a state of trance in which he saw

who

Christ and had conversations with him,
a state of ecstasy in which he could not

occasionally

fell into

whether he was

tell

in the

should you be able to absolutely confide in him
if he said to you some day that he had seen a man who, you knew,
had died? Should you call him a reliable witness, however pure

body or out

of

it,

and good he might be, and however deep a thinker in other directions?
Unless you were a Spiritualist, I much suspect you would
think him to be off his balance.
Yet this picture of a hypothetical
acquaintance I have drawn from Paul's own statements about
himself.

was

It
is

in a revelation that Paul

the very

and what

is

saw the risen Jesus

— revelation

word he uses to describe that wonderful experience;
more significant still, the revelation to him is the same

kind as those which he credited to the other disciples; so that,

in

who saw

so far as his evidence goes, all the early disciples

Jesus

—

were men of this type, that is, given to visions
It needs hardly to be stated that one's interprephenomena will depend more or less on one's interpretation of the phenomena of what is now called Spiritualism;
though, if the Spiritualistic theory is true, there was no miracle
about the resurrection of Jesus, and Jesus is no more thereby
proved to have had a Divine mission, as the church has always
triumphantly thought, than the last poor mortal who has been laid
to rest and then has seemed to rise again.
The fact is that when

after his death

and

revelations.

tation of these

we

earnestly ask for the positive evidence in behalf of the gospel

miracles,

it

either of a nature so second-hand, or otherwise so

is

dubious, that

the

we

scarcely possible unless

it is

base a confident belief upon

New Testament

We

it.

writers were

COURT.
without them, that

France before the revolution, protesting against the
narrowness of the old ecclesiastical ideas. Elargissez Dieu, they
said.
So we might say to-day, Elargissez la Religionl Take off
the bands,

let it

grow,

one want a religion that

and in an
war on all that
love,

"A man

either.

England's Chief
just

referred

Justice

to,

the

in

may go

we

are not

be mistaken without being

and mental power, "

of veracity, judgment,

sadly

like

in

one

direction

sim-

mind worked on. Credulity
would be credulous to one living

ply because of the presuppositions his
itself is

a relative term and what

in the nineteenth

atmosphere of the seventeenth, not

lectual
first.

century would not be to one living in the intel-

All that

we

are obliged to say

gospels, like others that

we hear

of, like

to say the

lieve in

them can evidently do

the truth

—in

may be

may be

so,

those

direction,

who
and

whatever his limitations, that Elsmere

No manly

it

come

who want

who want simply

to

to be-

it

is in this

direction that a

is

it

is

feeling that

Algiers and sinking into untroubled sleep at

mind those pathetic and yet ringing words
cannot attempt

called negative,

he

there

last,

come

of Eichendorff.

to translate:
"

Wo

immer miide Fechter

Sinken im muthigen Strauss,

Es koramen

Und

frische Geschlechter

fechten es ehrlich aus."

SONNET.
BY LOUIS EELROSE,
I

send the roses that

I

JR.

love to-day.

The pale ones and dark red. I've found them here
Like those of France, and send them with sincere
I dare not say.

Well-wishes and the word

They're fresh and perfect now, but if delay
Should give them time to wither, as I fear,

Accept them from me as they now appear.
Remembering they've been long upon the way.
that
little

my

fairest thoughts, expressed

worth, for lack of

Must reach you withered flowers,

art,

at the best.

Remembering that the purer, nobler part
Of all I feel must fade within my breast;
The way's so long between my lips and heart.

merely a ne-

men and women

will not

and the argument for it analytical rather than synthetical ? Men and women
to-day are not children, and if a thing is in the air, which they had
supposed to be solid fact, they want to become aware of it. I affirm that the heart of religion is untouched by abandoning all that
Elsmere gave up; I join with that noble-minded Christian minister
of New York, Heber Newton, in saying that Elsmere lost a religion
and found religion. The pathetic thing is that our ordinary trainacknowledge a truth because

man may go

know

obliged to give them up as a part of

to this— that

spirit

is

not

merely following a device of his own, but co-operating with the best
tendencies of the time, fulfilling one of those various tasks which
the Spirit of the wide World, in the successive ages of human hisAnd as I think of Elsmere wasting away in
tory, commits to men.

In terms of

soul will join in the whine that this

Has

—that eager
— was tending;

struggled so bravely and spent himself so soon

Remembering

their religious faith.

gative result.

in unselfish

second or the

unable to find any ground for a confident opin-

other words

them together

—

witchcraft and demoniacal

possession, are things in the air, that while those

ion

— bind

on all that is cruel and unjust, bind them together to make bad men good and good man better, bind them together in reverence for the past, in courage for the present and
faith for the future, bind workingmen and employers together, bind
each to all and all to each. Religion yes, it is that which binds
one; only let us be bound by the best and not by that which may
narrow us and prove a burden too great to be born. It was in this

that the miracles of the

is,

I for

good men together, whatever

all

Charles the Second,

time of
astray

bind

base,

or, to

are obliged to call Spiritualists to-day

A man may

large as the best thought,

AuMatthew Hale

saying that he was fully satisfied with the verdict;

we

as

enthusiasm, bind them together in a holy

ideal
is

an imbecile or credulous enthusiast, because he believed in the reand sentenced two poor witches to be hanged,

more than
"simpletons or frauds."

will

their theologies or philosophies

ality of witchcraft,

obliged to any

become

let it

the noblest conscience, the broadest sympathies of the time.

to call St.

gustine either a simpleton or a fraud, or to call Sir

rec-

its

selves heard in

are Spiritualists, to

more than we are obliged

we can hardly

deep and sublime meaning apart
from them is hardly realized, yes, that in consequence many honest, sturdy men who will not have anything that cannot stand the
Voices made themlight of day, are giving up religion altogether.
it

use another vigorous and rigorous form of expression, either " simpletons or frauds," any

ascension, that

tion, revelation, resurrection,

ognize

are not thereby led to say that

"fools or else deceivers,"
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ing has so identified religion with miracles, with tales of incarna-

JOB'S PRAYER.
BY CLINTON COLLINS.

Teach me, O Lord, to know.
That beyond the clouds, however dark they
there

is

blue sky.

That, however threatening low those clouds

may hang,
The wind may break and sweep them

by.

be,

to

my

which

I
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NOTES.

Teach me, O Lord, to know,
That day is sure to follow e'en the darkest

During the holiday week, in Chicago, a course of lectures will
be held upon Goethe. Among the lecturers are Prof. Calvin
Thomas, Mrs. Catherine Sherman, and Professor Davidson.

night.

That Work

the

is

Sun which puts

darkness into

the

flight.

Lend a Hand, a Monthly Magazine of Organized Philanthropy,

Teach me, O Lord, to know what Work
Not strivings after riches, power and

much useful information and
improve the social, educational, sanitary and
other conditions of life in the most practical way.
reaches us regularly and contains

is.

advice upon

fame, the livelong day,

But patient endeavor to mould and
Shape the spirit from the clay.

L. Prang's Baby's Lullaby Book.

THE LULLABY.
A lullaby the blithe bird sings
When her light nest the south wind
I,

Still

swings,

Held safe within the coiled hair rings,
of south or north wind brings
Is naught to them, if she sing so

What wind

lullaby.

And peasant child or child of kings,
Round mothers' neck the baby clings,
Smiles out from every baby woe.

And falls asleep, when she sings low
With sweet bird notes and twitterings

A

lullaby.

THE ROSE BUD.
bud my dear,

H.

O

.

the red rose-tree has a

So sweet, so sweet, so sweet.
Thy mother her babe to her heart holds near
So sweet, so sweet, so sweet.
And the bud shall blow

To
And baby

My

still

My

my sweet, my
my heart while
my sweet, my

sweet,

O

bud

the

shall

To
And baby

CHAPTER XXVin
The Sovereign

grow.

bud

all

night

"What you

sweet.

white

"

And

petals of

thine

and I have no confidence in his future."
gave us the impression of having, under

heart,

own mother

A love lily.
And you are my golden sweet heart;
My arms and my love both enfold you
Tin none
But the sun
And the father in heaven can behold you.
So sheltered thou art.

He

all

Use thought that this was the moment to introduce
something advantageous to the Prince.
"May I venture to tell your Highness, which my
husband entirely approves of, that the Prince wishes
far more knowledge concerning agricultural industry?
As I am myself from the country, your Highness will

lily

So sheltered apart.
lily,

to

Considering you

may speak more openly to
my household. The Prince has a weak
I

fully.

—

snow should enfold you
Till none
But the sun

— I'm a

surprises me.

shy reserve, the qualities for the formation of a firm
and noble character," replied the Professor, respect-

the stars in the blue could behold you

Dream now

he be-

this

LILY.
lily

And you were my sweet yellow

My

silent; at last

character,

grow

a white water

A

me

you than

blow

THE WATER

in.
lily,

tell

as the Prince's instructor,

who knows
To what wonder my baby may grow,
were a

continued

the stars shine bright

a rose.

shall

still

gan, in a bitter tone:

sweet.

O,

If I

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

rose-tree sleeps the

in

'

Extension.'

shall grow,

sweet,

So sleep

the mediaeval views that attached to these

Naturivissenschaftliche Wochenschrift, published by Hermann
Riemann, Berlin, N. W. 6 Luisenplatz II, is a journal of Natural
Science and contains articles of interest for all. In the latest number, of December 2d, Boenecke discusses the structure of the
Brocken mountain with diagrams. Professor K. Kraepelin calls
attention to the importance and educational influence of Museums
of Natural History.
Another article is dedicated to the memory
of William Herschel. Among the correspondents we find a letter of
Dr. Victor Schegel's on Four-dimensional Space. Schlegel, it may
be mentioned, was a younger colleague of Professor Grassmann
whose work in the empire of mathematics is discussed in the editorial on pages 1370 and 1371 of The Open Court, and has done
much to call the attention of scientists to Grassmann's Theory of

a rose.

O, who knows
To what wonder my baby may

In the

of

and unnecessarily places such men as Kant and Darwin in
the same line with materialism and other destructive philosophies.
We hope that Professor Davidson will have the lectures printed.
thinkers,

From out the land of storm and snow
The while the nestlings grow their wings.

A

much

accepts too

wild the north winds blow

when

sings

to

Professor Davidson read a series of papers at Chicago, based
upon the philosophy of Aristotle. He discoursed upon three authors representing the True, the Good, and the Beautiful, whom
he finds to be Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and Dante. Professor Davidson is full of his subject, and an enthusiastic admirer
His presentation of the
of these heroes in the realm of thought.
subject is scholarly as well as original, although it seems that he

THREE MOTHER SONGS.
From

how

me if I should say that this
our dear young Prince."

forgive
lily

for

"On

is

the best school

the estate of your father?" asked the Sover-

eign shortly.

"Anywhere," replied Use, innocently.
" I have never heard him express any such wish,"
''Translation copyrighted.
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concluded the Sovereign,
grateful to

He

you

rising.

for the interest

" In

you take

any case

I

am

in his future."

took leave with an air of reserve, and returned

to his daily business.

He

rough,

woody

a difficult one for all who had to do
rode out with his aide-de-camp into a

country, where his soldiers after a night-

march were practising

field service. Generally he cared
about the details of manoeuvres, but on this occasion he harrassed his aides-de-camp and soldiers by

little

suddenchanges of disposition.
returned

home

from his
"

Fool that I was! I wished to preserve her from
and have exposed her to worse. I myself sit
here in seclusion, and my father visits her in my stead.
It was a cowardly device.
If I cannot avert what is
impending for this poor creature, I will play my part

When the

soldiers atlast

exhausted, he went to inspect a distant

in the

game

When

that

is

beginning."

the Prince on the following morning went

"

I

hear from strangers that you have the desire to

some knowledge

obtain

sensible.

on rough hill roads. No one could do anything to suit
him blame and bitter remarks alone fell from his
lips.
In the evening there was a Court concert; the

tunity to obtain this

—

aide-de-camp, tired to death, stood in the
till

his retirement.

hall,

Then

count-

the Sover-

eign on withdrawing, called him to his study; there

he seated himself in an arm-chair near the fire-place
and gazed at the fire, occasionally put on a log, and
held the silver handle of the fire-tongs in his hand,
striking it at intervals on the iron bars of the grate.
Meanwhile the aide-de-camp stood some steps behind
him, one hour, two hours, till he was ready to faint.
It was not till the middle of the night that the Sovereign rose and said, "You must be tired; I will not
detain you longer."
He spoke this mildly, but his
eyes glittered with an unpleasant gleam, and the
aide-de-camp acknowledged later to his intimate
friends that he should not forget that look as long as
he lived.
"The Sovereign has visited the pavilion for the
third time!" said the Chamberlain, to the Hereditary
Prince, who was sitting in his room with his throat
The Prince looked down on the book which
tied up.

"Do

the guests seem to like their residence here?"
"I cannot say that of the Professor's wife: I fear
she is placed in a difficult position here. The marked

which

his Highness shows her, and certain
"
old recollections which attach to the pavilion

distinction

The Prince rose, and looked so indignantly at the
Chamberlain that he became mute.
"The Sovereign was very ungracious to-day," he
continued, in a depressed tone.

country.

and

"

When

him concerning your Highness's health,
a reception which was not encouraging."

to

I

reported

I

met with

The Hereditary Prince approached the window.
"The air is mild, Weidegg; I shall endeavor to go
out to-morrow."

I

It will

The wish

agriculture.

of

shall consider

how you can

find

is

an oppor-

knowledge somewhere in the
advantageous to your health,

also be

will agree with

your inclination for a quite poetic

life."
I

shall

do what

my

honored father bids me,"

re-

plied the Hereditary Prince, and left the room.

The Sovereign looked after him, and murmured:
"Not a word to be got out of him but cowardly
submission; always the same submissive compliance.

Not an eyelash moved when I ordered him to do what
was unwelcome. Is it possible that this pliant boy is
a master of dissimulation, and is deceiving me and all
of us?"
If

Use

in spite of the distinction with vyhich

Prince treated

her,

had a foreboding

of

the

the

dark

shadow which hung over the pavilion, far different
was the tone of mind of her husband; he lived in the
midst of the interesting investigations to which the
museum gave rise, and the poetry of his earnest mind
worked busily, and cast a brillant lustre over his sojourn in the capital. He was a hunter who trod with
light step over his

mountain

was lying before him.

began, with calm coldness:

to his father, the latter

stud and a plantation, and wandered about four hours

ing the minutes
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was alone, he tore the shawl
shoulders and threw it on one side.
the Prince

gossip,

The day was
with him.

When

gilded the

air,

hunting ground, breathing the pure
him the rays of the sun

whilst around

mossy ground and heather. The time had
that of which he had dreamt for years

now come when

It is true the new track
of his hand.
manuscript remained indistinct. The fate of
that chest which had been mentioned in the old letter
In the Prince's library, and
could not be ascertained.
in a collection of books in the city, there were found
neither manuscripts nor other books which could be

was within reach
of the

ranked among the possessions of the monastery of
Rossau. He had renewed his acquaintance with the
head-forester, but the latter could think of no place
where old hunting implements were kept. He went
through old catalogues of the Marshal's office, and
nowhere could the chest be discovered. But it was

decision of the Hereditary Prince would be received:

more strange still that the name of a royal castle
Solitude was quite unknown in the capital. The castle,
But, strange
like one in an old legend, had vanished.

he departed in silence.

as this circumstance was, yet the account of the student

The Chamberlain was very

uncertain

how

this
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had won for this old letter of the official an importance
which gave the searcher hopes of a good result. For
only a few years ago some one, who knew little of the
value of such a narrative, had seen the Rossau chest.
It was no longer a deceptive image from a distant
past; on any day a lucky accident might lead him to
But when the Professor gazed on the slate roof of
it.
the royal castle, and ascended the grand steps, he had
always a joyful presentiment that he was now near
With the help of the Castellan he had
his treasure.
already examined the whole ground-floor of the castle;

he had climbed up under the beams of the old roof
like a marten, and had opened the old garrets, the keys
He had
of which had not turned for a generation.
found nothing. But there were other houses belonging to the Sovereign in the town and neighborhood,

and he was quite decided

to

examine one

after the

other secretly.
In this time of restless agitation,

when

his fancy

it.

The learned man was now standing with
Princess before the vase.

the

He

explained to her the
subject of the pictures, and told her something about

Greek pottery. The Princess led him into anshowed him some valuable sketches.
" I wish you to see all I possess of objects of art."
While he was examining these, she began, suddenly:
"You have now learnt to know us a little, and how do
you like us?"
" I have met with great kindness," replied the
Professor, "which is agreeable to one's self-esteem; it
the old

other room, and

gives

me

pleasure to observe a

life so different from
and people, who are differently bred."
"In what do you find us differently bred?" asked

that of

my circle

the Princess, pressingly.

"The

"That would be an advantage which we share with
every tolerable actor," replied the Princess.
"At all events, it is an advantage always to play
the

same

role."

it is no longer art if we beand act our part well," rejoined
the Princess, smiling; "but in that also there is
danger; we are from childhood so much accustomed
to behave suitably, that it endangers our sincerity; we
observe the effects of our words, and we soon think
more of the good effect Jhan of the purport of what is
said.
I myself, while
talking with you, remark with

"

You

think, therefore,

come adepts

pleasure

in

it,

how much

more than

a

I

please you, yet

poor princess.

habit of acting your part fittingly at every

moment, and maintaining your position among

others,

But

presentation pleases you, in like

if

I

am

nothing

our aptness in

manner we

are at-

calm and confident without attending to outward appearances; and perhaps a
deficiency in the forms of society and the plain speaking of a powerful mind are interesting to us, if they
do not wound our feelings, for on this point we are
sensitive.
Whoever would wish to leave a pleasant
impression, would do well to treat our pretensions
with consideration. I do not wish you to treat me
so," she said, interrupting herself, "but I am solicitous
on your account. Yesterday I heard you flatl}' contradicting my father.
I beg of you to have regard for
our weakness, for I hope that you are still to remain long with us."
tracted by a character that

was always opening new prospects, intercourse with
He himself,
agreeable persons was very refreshing.
in this state of excitement, proved a good companion,
and observed with cheerful interest the proceedings of
those about him. The Sovereign showed him great
distinction, and the young noblemen were very attentive; he took his place among them with dignity
and without pretension.
The Chamberlain informed the Professor how much
the Princess had been pleased with him, and Felix rejoiced when one forenoon she and her lady-in-wsyting
visited the museum, and begged for his guidance.
When the Princess was going away, thanking him, she
begged he would mention to her some books from
which she could herself learn a little about that portion
of the life of antiquity, the ruins connected with which
he had shown her; she told him also of an ancient vase
which she possessed, and asked him to come and
see

give persons an easy confidence, which always has a

pleasant effect."

The Professor bowed.

is

"If

I

opposed

his views

more warmly than was necessary, it is because I lie
under a temptation which is dangerous to men of my
calling.
Disputation is the weakness of men of learning."

"Good, we will reckon up our qualities one against
But you are in the happy position of always attacking things boldly; we, on the contrary,
must be cautiously on the defensive. The great imthe other.

portance of external appearances is instilled into us
from youth, and cannot be dispensed with. With you

probably seldom any strife about precedence,
it is quite immaterial to you what place you
take in our degrees of rank; but these things are great
events to us, not only to our Court, but still more to
ourselves.
Many of us are for days unhappy, because
we have not taken our proper place at dinner. Many
visits are discontinued on that account, old alliances
are broken off, and there is frequent quarrelling behind
the scenes. When we occasionally meet with clever
people of your stamp, we ourselves laugh over these
weaknesses, but few are free from them. I have already
fought for my place at dinner, and made a great fuss
about it," she added, with good-humored frankness.
there

and

I

is

fear

{To be continued.)
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America's Younger Poets. A Collection of Poems by America's
Younger Poets. Vol. I. Philadelphia: The Westminster Publishing Company, 6ig Walnut Street.
1888.

The

ism.

is

too

much reproached

neat volume before us

of poetry has not died.

We

for lack of Poetry

find beautiful

gems

in this collection

from the pens of Frederic Allison Tupper, Ella Higginson, Ella

Du

Raymond,
whose poems

Birg, S. Mansfield, Geo. L.

We

etc.

miss the

name

Mr. Louis Belrose, Jr.,
are marked by unusual
and grace. Some of the finest verses are written by our conGowan Lea. Most tender and thoughtful appear the following lines:
I watch the birds that hop about my feet
Across the lengthening shadows on the lawn.
And see them perch upon the slender twigs.
And lightly sway themselves from tree to tree,
of

they are certainly novel, and possess interesting traits which will
attract attention.

We

and Ideal-

the best proof that the spirit

is

Works of Art for the Paris Exposition, gives important information in regard to the class of pictures which will be received,
and the manner in which they must be sent.
The Verestchagin pictures are pretty severely criticized. Still,
ican
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America

tributor,

Then soar into the peaceful blue of heaven.
And send to earth a perfect flood of song.

man envy

It is good to
abundant material for this manufacture exists here
that much of the mechanical work is excellent, and that
we need only more knowledge, taste, and originality in artistic design, to make this branch of decorative art thoroughly successful.

learn, however, that

—

The

and peak

to flower

to that vast ethereal

Beyond where

bird can reach or

And back and

forth through

(From ages

all

to

rooms in actual
have some points
some delicate coloring, and the Winter Landscape is quite effective.
Some designs for ornamental crosses in Embroidery on Linen will
be welcome to persons of ritual proclivities.
It is a good number with which to close the year, and we trust
that the New Year will open full of promise.
E. d. c.
'

'
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fact." Price, lo cents.
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the centuries

yon blue sky,

soars in the pure azure of his thought,
utters songs that

The Dream of Love and
& Lauriat.
The dream narrated

lift

the

human

world.

By A Dreamer.

Fire.

volume

in this

is

Boston: Estes

a prophesy given by a

seer to Cleopatra about her re-incarnation after two thousand
years " in a yet unknown western world." The seer, questioned by
" Love
the Egyptian queen, expounds his philosophy of soul-life.

between souls forms a deathless bond for all eternity. * * * Therefore did love give life to death and death to all that lives; for what
Death, we are told, is the passive, and love
is death but change?"
is the active force in life; " motion underlies all life, * * * and
thought
in

is

but a

mode

patra, because

'
'

is

The

of life-motion."

the prophesy indicated,

high estate," which

"to

raise

arrival of Christ

man's

is,

in

fallen race in time to

of importance for the re-incarnation of Cleo-

Only the pure

in soul

can quickly

rise to

higher

planes of love."

The

seer's

philosophy

is

strangely mingled

with phantastic

imaginations about the soul-sense, thought-force, the hidden power

and of music, and about the relations of fire to life.
Undoubtedly it is the author himself who clothes his views in the

of colors,

language of the seer.

The volume

contains five beautiful photo-gravures in color,

representing scenes from Cleopatra's

life,

after

famous

pictures.
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nical instruction for those

My

Art Amateur, as well as sound tech-

engaged

in

Decorative Art.
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